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ABSTRACT
Ye consider linear-quadratic control problems with and without
stability, subject to an arbitrary implicit continuous-time
system, in a simple ~Jistributional framework, and it will be
shown that the associated optimal costs, if existent, are
solutions of our Dissipation Inequality for implicit systems.
This concept is related to the Linear Matrix Inequality, which
is expressed in original system coefficients only, and the
above-mentioned optimal costs turn out to be characterizable
uniquely by certain solutíons of this inequality. However,
these solutions need not be rank minimizing if the underlyinq
system is not standard, and we will specify why this is the
case. Our statements are valid for reqular as well as for
sinqular problems, and the possible siqnificance of the
alqebraic Riccati equation will be illustrated for both
reqular and sinqular problems. Furthermore, we will present
necessary and sufficient condítions for solvability of our
problems and for existence of optimal controls and associated
optimal state trajectories. Finally, we will elaborate on the
uniqueness of these controls and state trajectories.
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1. Introduction.
This paper is concerned with the concepts of Di~sipati~~n Inequalit~
lDI) and Lirrcar ,`latri~ Irirycralrt~ (LMI) for general impli~it
continuous-time linear systems with constant coefficients. In
particular. we will investiqate the stronq relation between these
concepts and Linear-Quadratic Control Problems (LQCPs) subject to
implicit systems.
To the best of the author's knowledge, these issues have been
investigated in depth for ~iaralor.i systems only. For standard systems
the main points are as follows.
Consider the standard system:
x'It) - Ax(t) f Bu(t),
y(t) - Cx(t) t Du(t),
wlth X{~) - xo E p211, U(t) E
(l.la)
(l.lb)
Rm, x(t) e rttn, y(t) e Rr for all t~ 0, and
all matrices involved are real-valued and constant. In addition, we
define the objective function
J(xo, u) :- o)Y'(t)Y(t)dt, {1.2)
where u E t~`, loc(R4)' the m-vector varsion of t2, loc(R~)~ the space of
locally square-integrable functions over R' -[0, ~). Then for every x,
e Rn we can introduce the functions
J-Ix,) :- inflJ(xo, u) ~u
m
e t,, loc(rtt')I, (1.3)
loc(~;)'
lim x(t) - 01, {1.4) J'(xo) :- inflJ(xa, u) ~u e tm,
t~
as 0 ~ J'(x,) ~ J`(x,). In [1] these functions are called the optimal
cost for the Linear-Quadratic Control Problem (LQCP) without and the
optimal cost for the LQCP wtth stability, respectively. The LQCPs are
called reyular if ker(D) - 0 and singular if ker(D) ~ 0.
The optimal costs J': IRn ~ R` and J`: Rn ~ IR` satisfy the so-called
Dis~i~tiun Inequalits~ (DI) if, for every xo e a~n, J'(xo) ~~[1] -[3].
A function V: Rn y R is said to satisfy the DI if for every x, e Rn,
every T~ 0 and every locally square-integrable function u: [0, T] ~ Rm
it holds that
JTy'{t)y(t)dt t V(x(T)) ~ V(x,), (1.5)
0
and Vl0) - 0. Next, we define for any K e etn~`n the dissipation matrix
F(K) :- (C'C } A'K t KA KB t C'Dj (1.6)
l B'K t D'C D'D J
[4], and K is said to satisfy the Lin.~~r Katris Ineqvalit.f~ (LMI) if K is
symmetric and F(K) ~ 0. The set of real symmetric solutions of the L1iI
will be denoted by r:- 2 -
r:- IK
e~nxnlK - K', F(K) ~ 01. (1.7)
It is well known [1], (4) that there exists an integer p~ 0 such
that, for every K e r, rank (F(K)) ? p. In fact, p- normal rank íTls)),
with T(s) - D} CIsI - A)-'B, the transfer matrix of (1.1). If K E Í' is
such that rank (F(K)) - p, then K will be called rank minimizir~y. If
kerlD) - 0, then p- m and K e Í- is rank minimizing if and only if K-
K' e atn~ satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation
- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -
C'C f A'K t KA -(KB t C'D)(D'D)~`lB'K t D'C) - 0.
Proposition 1.1.
(1.8)
Assume that for all xo E Atn, J`(xo) t oo. Then there exist real symmetric
matrices K` e T and K- E T, K` ~ K- ~ 0, such that, for all x, E ~Rn,
J'(xo) - x,'K'xo, J`{xo) - xa'K`x,.
In addition, K` and K- are rank minimizing;
K` ~ K for all K e T;
K' ~ K if K~ 0 and K e r is rank minimizing.
Proof. The claims concerning existence of K- and K' can be found in [3]
and (1] if (A, B) is controllable and in [6], [5] if (A, B) is
stabilizable, and it is clear [6] that J`(xa) c~ for every x, e ~tn if
and only if IA, B) is stabilizable. The remaining statements on K` are
in [1J and [4], those on K' are in [6] -(8].
Remark 1.2.
The characterizations of K` and K' in Proposition 1.1 can be given in
words as follows. K' is the largest solution of the LMI, K- is the
small--,t h~sitivr semi-del'ini te rank minimizing solution of the LMI. iie
establish that the optimal costs ( 1.3) -(1.4) can be characterized in
tnrms of rank minimizinq solutíons of the LMI.
Optimal controls and resultinq optimal state trajectories for
reqular LQCPs are ordínary functions [1], [6]. For sinqular LQCPs,
however, optimal controls and~or resulting state trajectories are in
general distr~buti.~~1s [9], and singular LQCPs subject to standard
systems are solved completely in terms of distributions in [10], (6],
[8] .- 3 -
In the present paper we will investigate LQCPs without and with
stability subject to the implirit qeneralization of (1.1):
Ex~(t) - Ax(t) f Bu(tl, (1.9a)
y(t) - Cx(t) t Du(t), (1.9b)
where E, A e Rl~, 8 e Rl~, C e itrxn D e Rr~, e- rank (E) , x(t) e
Rn, u(t) e R and y(t) e ~tr for all t~ 0. ilhereas for standard systems
of the form ( l.la) every initial condition x, - x(0) is consistent [11]
in the sense that (l.la) has a solution x- x(xo, u) with x(0') - xo,
there may be inconsistent points x, e Rn if E is singular, i.e., if E is
not invertible, then there may be points x, e Rn for which (l.la) does
not have an ordinary (measurable) solution x with x(0`) - x, [12].
Sxasple 1.3 [13].
The implicit system
[o o~[X~~ - [o~~[Xz~
has only one solution, namely x, - 0, x, - 0. Hence x, - 0 is consistent
and x, ae 0 is inconsistent.
Various contributors on implicit systems make distinction between
consistent and inconsistent points by interpreting x, e Rn as the value
of the state variable x of (1.9a) immediately before startinq the
dynamical process: xa - x(0') . Then a point x(0') e Rn is considered
consistent if there exists an ordinary solution x of (1.9a) with x(0') -
x(0`). However, in electrical circuits x, - x(0') may be inconsister~t,
for instance if the state value at t - 0~ represents the potential of a
capacitor, immediately before closinq a switch. Then, an inconsistent
value of x(0') miqht give rise to an imEx~i~ive solution of the system if
this switch is closed.
Exasple 1.3 (continued).
The system in Example 1.3 corresponds to a simple circuit with unit
capacitor only, x2 denoting its potential, x~ the current. The switch is
closed at t- 0. If xo, :- xl(0-) - 0, but x„ :- x2(0') s 0, then the
solution of Example 1.3 becomes [13] x2 - 0, xl -- x,Za(t), with ó(t)
denotinq the Dirac delta function.- 4 -
Such Examplea stronqly suqqest to reconsider ( 1.9a) in a
distributional framework, so as to allow the implicit system to exhibit
distributional behavior if x, - x(0') ia inconaistent. Observe, that
such behavior may occur even if the iaput u is an ordinary functioa; in
Example 1.3 there is no control possibility at all.
In [14] Cobb formulated an LQCP rrith stability for an implicit
system (1.9) in terms of distributions. There, sE - A is assumed to be
invertible, as a result of Mhich the distributional version of (1.9a)
has a unique ( possibly distributional) solution for every pair (xo, u),
Mith u any (possibly distributional) input, and x, S x(0') e Rn [14].
1ie Will set up LQCPs subject to any implicit system (1.9) in a
distributional frameMOrk in Section 2(our Preliminaries).
Consequently, for certain choices of inconsistent points and chosen
inputs our distributional implicit system equation may have more than
one (distributional) solution, or even no solutions at all. This
observation leads to extra difficultíes in the formulation of our LQCPs:
We must explicitly require that infinization be done over input
functinns and correspondinq atate functlons (if any). In standard LQCPs
this difficulty is no isaue, as solutions of (l.la) are autonatically
functions if the chosen inputa are, whereas in [14] C a ~~, D- fÍ~,
and hence infimization of the objective function "forces" both inpluts
and state trajectories to be functions. Alao in [15j exiatence of
solutáons for the implicit system equation is quaranteed by assuminq
that sE - A is invertible; yet, the matrices C and D are alloKed to be
more qeneral than in [14].
NoM it is our objective to {re)start the treatment of LQCPs subject
to implicit systems (1.9) from unambiquous problem formulations rather
than from unnecessarily restrictive assumptions.
Moreover, Ne Nill consider reqular as Mell as sinqular LQCPs. iie
will call any LQCP subject to any system (1.9) regular if output
f~.tn.~tir~n. are qenerated by control functions and state functions only,
and we Mill call such a problem stngular.if this system property does
not occur [16]. Whereas LQCPs subject to standard syatema are reqular if
and only if the input weiqhtinq matrix in ( 1.2) is positive definíte,
LQCPs subject to implicit systems may be reqular if ker(D) s 0, and they
may be sinqular if ker(D) - 0. For examples of such problems, see [16,
Section 1]. It is proven in [16] that reqularity of any LQCP subject to- 5 -
any system f1.9) can be characterized by a condition on the quintuple
(E, A, B, C, D), and if E~ I, then this conditíon may be satisfied if
ker(D) s 0, whereas it may n~~t be satisfied if ker(D) - 0; the problems
in [14) -(15) appear to be regular [16]. More of this in the sequel.
A major role in our treatment will be reserved for the Linear
!latrrt Ineyuality (LMI) associated with an implicit system (1.9).
Definition 1.4.
Consider the matrix quintuple F-(E, A, B, C, D}, with E, A E~lxn B E
rtl~, C E~tr~, D e~tr~. Then a matrix K- K'
E~lxl
satisfies the
Linear Matrix lneyaalitc' (LMI) if F(K) ~ 0, with
F(K) ; C'C f A'KE f E'KA E'KB } C'D
(1.10)
- [ B'KE f D'C D'D ,'
The set of solutions of the LMI is denoted by r:
r:- IK
E~1x1IK
- K', F(K) ~ 01. (1.11)
First, we will define in Section 3 the concept of Dissipation
Inequalit~- ( DI) for genera! systems ( 1.9), and optimal costs for LQCPs
subject to ( 1.9) turn out to satisfy the DI (if these costs are finite).
Then, the DI will be related to the LMI, and it will be shown that the
concept of rank minimizing solutions of the LMI exists for arhitrarf- E,
even if sE - A is not invertible.
In Section 4, then, we will prove that optimal costs for LQCPs
subject to implicit systems can be represented by means of certain
solutions of the LMI, reyardless whether the problems are regular or
nut. In addition, we will state conditions that are r~ecessary arx~
sufticient for finiteness of these optimal costs.
Thus, characterizations of optimal costs for LQCPs subject to
lmplicit systems can be expressed directlr in terms of the urigina!
system coefficients ( E, A, B, C, D} for art~i trar,)~ E, as it is done for
the case E- I in Proposition 1.1. However, solutions of the LMI that
correspond to these optimal costs need not be rank minimizing, as they
are in the standard case lProposition 1.1)! ilhat is more, the algebraic
Riccati equation [15], [17]
C'C } A'KE t E'KA -( E'KB t C'D)(D'D)''(B'KE t D'C) - 0 (1.12)
may not have solutions even if ker(D) - 0 and the LQCPs are solvable.- 6 -
In fact, it turas out that characterizations of optimal costs for
LQCPs subject to rYenera! linear systems (1.9) must be qivea in terms of
all solutions of the LMI rather than ia terms of rank minimizinq ones -
yet these characterizations reduce to the ones in Proposition 1.1 if E-
I. In other words, r itself rather than the set of rank minimizinq
solutions of ~ turas out to be the pivot in linear-quadratic control
subject to arbitrary linear systems. Several examples are included to
underline all relevant aspects of our statements.
Finally, we discuss the eyistence of optimal inputs and optimal
state trajectories for the problems under coasideratioa. If these
problems are Kell posed, then (possibly distributional) optimal controls
and optimal state trajectories alwa~~s exist for the LQCP without
stability and (possibly distributional) optimal controls and state
trajectories exist for the LQCP with stability if and only if
Rosenbrock's system matrix [18] satisfies a certaia rank coadition, as
is the case if E- I[6]. Moreover, these inputs and state trajectories
are unique if and only if the system matrix is left invertible. The
actual detPr~minatinn of optimal controls and state trajectories can be
quite involvinq, especially for aonsquare systems, and therefore xe have
shifted it to a subsequent paper.-~-
2. Preliuinaries.
The celebrated [10] contains the first distributional treatment of
sinqular LQCPs subject to standard systems. The class of distributions
Cimp in [10] is not only larqe enouqh to solve these problems [10], [6],
[8), [19], but also adequate for describinq implicit system properties
such as qeometric structure [20], feedback control and pole placement
[21] -(22] and invertibility properties [23] -[24J. Since, in
addition, timp has many nice properties, we see no reason for not
adoptinq this class here; compare the allowed distributional class in
[14] .
The class Cimp is analyzed in detail in [25] and [10], see also
[24] and, of course, Schwartz [9]. A distribution u E cimp is called
impulsive-smovth and an impulsive-smooth distribution can be decomposed
uniquely in an impul.se (i.e., any linear combination of the Dirac delta
distributíon 6 and its derivatives á(1), i~ 1) and a smooth
distribution. A distribution is called smooth if it corresponds to a
function which is smooth on R` and zero elsewhere. As in [10), a
function f is smooth on R` if f(t) is arbitraríly often differentiable
on (0, ~) and if, for all derivatives f(1)(t) (i
exists and is finite.
0), lim f(1)(t)
t10
The class Cimp is a commutative alqebra over rt with convolution ~
of distributions as multiplication ( unit element a), and hence it is
closed under differentiation (- convolution with a(1)), and closed under
inteqration (- convolution with H, the Heaviside distribution). It holds
that a(1) - a(1-1) ~ a(1) ( i ~ 3), with a(o) - a. By settinq a(-1) :- H,
a(-3) :- a(3-1) x a(-1) (j ~ 1), we establish that a( itj) - a(i) ~ a(j)
(i, j e z), and thus the inverse of 8(1) (w.r.t. convolution), (a(1))'',
equals ó( -1} (i e z), ( 6)-' - a, a(-~) is smooth, a(-~)(t) - t~-1~(j-1):
(t e rt`), a(-~) (t) - 0 ( t ~ 0) for j ~ 1. If Cp-imp, Csm
e Cimp denote
the subalqebras of impulses and smooth distributions, respectively, then
~imp - ~p-imp }
csm. If u E csm, then u(0') :- lim u(t), and then the
t10
distributional derivative of u, u(1), equals u t u(0`)a, where u denotes
the ordinary derivative of u on R`. Example: Let u(t) - 2et on R`, u(t)
- 0 on (- ~, 0). Then u11) - u } 2a, whereas u- u. If h e R, then the
distribution a(1) - ha is invertible; its smooth inverse equals eht on
R`. In the sequel Cimp denotes the k-vector version of Cimp and
ck~pk,- 8 -
the k, x k, matrix Mith entries in cimp. If H is any real square matrix,
then ( Ia(1) - Ha) is invertible with inverse eet on R'.
Let, finally, tf denote the subalqebra of fracttonal lmpulses:
Cf :- lu e Cimp~u - ul ~ u,"', ul „ e
Cp-imp, u, ~ 01, (2.1)
then cf is isomorphic to the field of rational tunctions IR(s) [24,
Proposition 2.3]. For instance, the polynomial 1- s2 corresponds to the
pulse a- a(2). The rational function (a f 1)I(s - 3) corresponds to the
fractional pulse u- (a(1) f a) ~(a(1) - 3a)'`. Set v~ (a(1) - 3a)'`,
then u- v t v(0`)a t v, Míth v- e3t on R'. Since v a 3v, Me qet that u
-4vta.
Due to the properties of Cimp, Me can keep the treatment fully
algebraic by denotiny convolution by juxtaposition and settinQ p:-
a(1), po :- a, p2 :- a(2), p"` :- H, and so forth (see [25] and [10]),
and a multiple of a, aca, is then denoted by a, as po ~ 1. The
distributional derivative of u E cimp, u(1) - a(1) ~ u, is replaced by
pu, and thus pu - u t u(0`), if u e
Csm.
Instead of (1.9), We now preseat its distributiona! version Z:
pEx - Ax t Bu t Exo, (2.2a)
y - Cx f Du, (2.2b)
Kith x, e Rn (and Ex, - Exaa:), u E Cmmp. For every pair (xo, u) e Rn x
cmmp He define the soLution set [26, Section 2]
S(x,, u) :- 1x E Cimp~[pE - A]x - Bu t Exol. (2.3)
If x, is interpreted as x(0'), then (2.2a) coincides Mith the syatem
equation in [14] as Nell as with (1.9a) in Laplace traasform [27, a 22],
[13], [20], [28]. Yet it should be stressed that (2.2a) is, in fact, an
initial value problem for a linear differential-alQebraic equation on rt'
in the distribution sense [26].
if sE - A is invertible, i.e., if (pE - A)"' exists, then for every
pair (x,, u) e Rn x Cimp the solution set contains exactly one element:
x-(pE - A) "'IBu t Ex,) e Cimp. If, moreover, E~ I and u e Csm, then
this x coincides with the usual solution of (l.la) on R`, as x(t) equals
eAtxo } OJteA(t -
r)Bu(r)dr
on rt` and x(t) - 0 if t c 0. Observe further that (2.2a) reduces to the
distributional version of (l.la) in [10], [6] if E- I.- 9 -
Equation (2.2a) also reduces to (1.9a) if u as well as x are
smooth; we then get pEx - Ex t E(x(0')) - Ax t Bu t Exo, and hence Ex -
Ax t Bu on At', i.e., (1.9a). As a by-result, it follows that xl0') - x,
e ker(E) if u E Csm and x e S(x,, u) n csm. This is a special case of
Lenaa 2.1 [24, Main Lemma 2.5].
Let xo e ptn, u e Cmmp, u- ul t u2, u, e cp-imp, u, e Csm, and x e
S(xo, u), x- x, t xz, x, e cp-imp, xz e csm. Then
pExi t E(x(0')) - Ax, t Bu, t Ex„ (2.4a)
pEx2 - Ax2 f Bu2 t E(x(0`)). (2.4b)
Example 1.3 (continued).
The system P[0 O, [xZ, -[0 1, [x,] }[p p, [xO2J has as solutions x2 - 0,
x, -- xaZ. If xl is smooth, then xO2 - 0.




(LQCP)': For all x, e Rn, determine
J'(x,) :- inf(a~y~(t)y(t)dt~u e Cm , x e S(x,, u) n Cn {, (2.5)
sm sm
and if, for all x„ J'(x,) c~, then for every x, compute ( if possible)
u E Csm and x E S(x,, u) n Csm such that ,~y~(t)y(t)dt - J'(xo).
(LQCP)': For all x, e etn, determine
J'(x,) :- inf(,~y~(t)y(t)dt~u E csm, x e S(x,, u) n Csm,
lim x(t) - 01, (2.6)
t~
and if, for all x,, J'(x,) ~~, then for every x, compute ( if possible)
u e c3ID and x E S(x „ u) n Csm, lim x(t) - 0, such that ,f"y~(t)y(t)dt -
t~
J`(x,) .
These problems are called reyular if, for all xo e~tn,
y E Cgm ~, U E Cgm, X E s(Xo, U) n Csm,
and singular if (2.7) is not satisfied.
(2.7)- 10 -
This definition of reqularity for LQCPs subject to general systems
(2.2) appears in [16, Definition 3.1], and it is clear that (2.7) is a
system property. If E- I, then (2.7) is satisfied if and only if ker(D)
- 0[16, Proposition 2.1]. For qeneral E we have [16, Theorem 3.2].
Proposition 2.3.
The LQCPs in Definition 2.2 are reqular if and only if
kar ( ~ Dl ) n [A B] ''im (E) - 0.
Example 1.3 (continued and extended).
(2.8)
The LQCPs subject to P[0 0, [xZ, -[0 1, [xZ, }[l,u t[0 0] [x02,' y- u
are sinuular, whereas ker(D) - 0! Indeed, u- 0 is optimal for (LQCP)'
as well as for (LQCP)`, since u- 0 yields x2 - 0, x, -- xO2,
impulsive.
In the sequel we will frequently need several subspaces from [24].
Definition 2.4 [29, Definition 3.1], [26, Definition 4.1].
Consider the system E(2.2). A point x, e~n is called weaklti-
unobser~~ahle if there exists an input u E Csm and a state trajectory x e
S(xo, u) n csm such that y- 0. If, moreover, x(0}) - x,, then x, is
called weakly unobservable in the sense of consistency. The space of
former points is denoted by w- w(z), the space of latter points by ~C -
a~C(Z). A point xo e IRn is called Gtrongly cnntrvllabLe if there exists
an input u e cp-imp and a state trajectory x e cp-imp such that y- 0.
The space of these points is denoted by N- t~(E) . A point xo e~tn is
called con~~i~tent if there exists an input u e Csm and a state
trajectcry x E S(x „ u) n csm such that x(0`) - x,. The space of these
points is denoted by IC - IC(Z). Fínally, a point x, E IRn is called
aeaAlti ionslstent if there exists an input u e csm such that S(x „ u) n
csm ~ a. The space of these points is denoted by I~ - I~(E).- 11 -
Proposition 2.5 [24, Proposition 3.4, Theorem 3.6, Theorem 3.9].
YC is the larqest subspace ~ for xhich (~lx c~~l f iml ~l) , and Y- YC
t ker ( E) . t~ is the smallest subspace x florl whicl`h' J
l"J
E-`[A B]1(x a~ atm) n ker(IC D])) c x.
IC is the larqest subspace .r for xhich A~ c E,n t im(B), and I~ - IC
ker(E).
t
Algorithms for computing all spaces are in (24, Proposition 3.8,
Theorem 3.10], and it folloxs that YC -(~l-1~ ~YC~ t im(~~)), IC -
A''(EIC f im(B) I, t~ - E'' [A B] I (w ~ rtm) n keLrJl [C Dl`]' ) I.
From Definitions 2.2 and 2.4 xe observe that (LQCP) ~ and (LQCP) `
are not solvable if I~ s Atn; if xo E I~, then we will define J'(xo) :-
f~, J'(xo) :- f ao. Hence a necessary condition for solvability of any
LQCP in Definition 2.2 is: I~ -~tn.
Example 2.6.
Consider the system
p[0 OJ LxzJ - lo OJ Lx21 }~0]u t[0 0, [xo:], Y- (0 1] IXZ I.
It folloxs that x, - 0, x, f u t x,i - 0, and hence I~ - kLerJ(E); if xol
s 0, then for every xO2 and every smooth u, S(fR"'l, u) n Cgm
L o2J
such points xo we have J'(x,) - t~, J'(xo) - f oo. However, if
- 0. For
Jd(x,) :- inf(o1y~(t)yft)dt~u e
cIDmn, x e S(xo, u), lim x(t) - 01,
t roo
then Jd(xo) - 0, as u - - xo, (impulsive) yields xl - 0, x, - 0. Ne
establish that infimization over functions may exceed infimization over
distributions if E s I; it is proven in (19, Proposition 2.24] that this
is not the case if E - I. More of this in Section 4.- 12 -
3. The Dissipation Inequality and the Linear Matrix Inequality.
Given the distributional system E:
pEx - Ax f Bu t Ex „ (3.1a)
y - Cx t Du, (3.1b)
with xo e Rn, u e cmmp, and the solution set S(x,, u) (2.3).
In this Section Ke wíll define the Dissípatíon Inequality ( DI) for
an implicit system ( 3.1), and it Mill be shoNn that the optimal costs
(2.5) -{2.6) satisfy the DI. Then, xe will unravel the link betMeen DI
and LMI, and investiqate r(1.11), the set of solutions of the LMI.
Let the subspaces 551, g,, ~6~ be such that ~1 ~(IC n ker(E)) - I~,
(IC n ker{E)) ~ g, - ker(E), I~ ~ g~ - Rn, and let the subspace t2 be
such that EIC ei tz - IRl. In addition, let 9tz be such that ~1 s3 9tz - Rm,
xith r~, - B"'(EIC). Then, w.r.t. suitably chosen bases, (3.1a)
decomposes into
x, x,
ii 0 0 Ei~ Xz Aia At: Aia Ai~ xz ~ ii Biz ui ~
p[0 0 0 Ez~] xs -[Azi Az: Azz A:~] xa C Bzz u:
X~ X~
xoi
11 0 0 E,~ xOZ
(3.2a)
[0 0 0 E,~ x„ '
xo~
Kith ker(B23) - 0, and E„ invertible. Since there exists a F e IRm~
such that (A f BF)IC c EIC [24, Proposition 3.5, Theorem 3.6], it
follows that Az, - BzaFz~, Azz - BzzFzz for some matrices Fz~, Fzz.
Moreover, by construction and Lemma 1 in the Appendix,
[- Az„ sEz. - Az,,, - B22] is left unimodular. (3.2b)
Finally, note that [Ez. AZ, A21 Btz] is riqht invertible if [E A B] is
assumed to De of full row rank.
Without loss of qenerality, we may (and hence will) assume [E A B]
to be of full roK rank. The next result qeneralizes (21, Theorem 2].
Proposition 3.1 [26, Theorem 4.5].
Let [E A B] be of full rox rank. Then I~ - Rn if and only if
im(E) f im(B) t A[ker(E)] - R1. (3.3)- 13 -
The condition (3.3) can ba interpreted as controllability in the
sense of Yerqhese [13), or as rrr,Eurlse ~~nnrrollabilítt [35]; the latter
will become evident in Propositiou 3.5.
In the remainder of this paper (3.3) will be a starxiiny assumption,
as it is obyiously rr~-ce,.~,yrc~ for solvability of our LQCPs in Definition
2.2. This has nice implications for (3.2a); it reduces to
p rE 0 01 (X ' l - rA A A 1 X ` }(B B 1(u 1 t rE 0 O 1 x o` L ll Jll J l 11 12 13J l 11 12 JL 11 ` 11 J f l
0 0 0 x3 Az, A:z Ax3 x~ 0 B:z uz 0 0 0 IXOZI
l os J
(3.4)
with E1, invertible, AzS - BzzFz,, Azz - BzzF2Z, and [Az, Bzz~
invNrtibLe, due to (3.~b).
Ne will demonstratz that .711 possible systero trajectories for (3.1)
can now be expressed in system trajectories for a star~l.srd system of
reduced order e- rank (E), and c,.~~ ~rrsa.
For, if xol, xoz. xo3- ul~ uz. xl, xz and x, satisfy (3.4), then
x, - 0, uz -- Fz~x, - F:zxz~ (3.5)
and thus, with All :- (A1, - B1zFz1)~ Alz ~- (Alz - B1zFzz)~ (3.6)
x
pxl - E11-lAilxl f E11-`[Alz B11~ ~zJ f xol, (3.7)
1
a standard system equation (l.la) of size e- rank (E).
If (3.1b) is partitioned in accordance with (3.4):
x,




Y- Clxl t ICz D1~ L
~i I,
wlth C, - C, - DzF21, CzLL- CJZ - DzFzz.





px - E11-`Allx t E11-~[Alz Bll~lV1J } xo, (3.11)
L z
with f~ll e cntm-1
and xo e ~?`, and
Lv z J imp
ylx f~'l ).- C x(x r~' l) t[C D] v` o~ L
v21
1 0~ Ii,` I 2 1 ~v2~. (3.12)
Proposition 3.2.
Let [xo,', xo,', xo,'j' E a?n be gi~en, let [u,', uz']' e Cmmp, and
let [x,', xz', x,')' E ci~p satisfy (3.4) and (3.8). Then x, - 0, uz --
F„xl - Fzz'z. In additicn, x, - x(xo,, ~xzl) and Y- Y(xo,, fxzl).
u,1 luiJ- 14 -
Conversely, if xa e Re, f~2~ e Cimp-1, then the controls u, - v2 and u,
-- FZ,x(xo, ~~'~) - F22v1 and the state trajectories x, - x(x,, I~'I),
v2 `vsJ
xZ - v, and x, - 0 satisfy (3.4) for xo, - xo and xo,, xo, arbitrary. In
addition, for these choices of controls and state trajectories the
output y in (3.8) equals y(xo, f~'1).
lv2J
Proof. If in (3.11) -(3.12) we insert fvll - ~x'~ with xo - xol, then
`~2J lll
(x - x ) - E ''Á (x - x ) ((3.7)) and hence x - x , o P a ii ii i i Y- Y(xo, IviJ).
L z
The converse is immediate.
Proposition 3.2 is a more qeometrically orientated version of [29,
Theorem 2.1], which qeneralizes a state space decompositioa in [15],
where sE - A is assumed to be invertible. Proposition 3.2 will be of
great use to us in the sequel.
In our definition of the Dissipation Inequality we will need a few
extra concepts.
Definition 3.3.
Let T ~ 0. Then a function f: [0, T] ~ Rk is called sm~ooth on j0,
TJ if f E C~( (0, T) ~ Rk) and if , for all i~ 0, lim f (1) ( t) and lim
t10 trI'
f(1)(t) exist and are finite.
Definitioa 3.4.
Consider the implicit system
Ex'(t) - Ax(t) t Bu(t) (3.13)
on [0, ~) , with E, A e 1t1~, B e Rl~. Let T ~ 0. For every xo E Rn and
every smooth u on [0, T] we define the set of saouth solutions on [0, T]
Ssm(xo, u) :- (x: [0, T] -. Rn~x smooth on [0, T],
~t e(0, T)'
(3.13) holds, x(0') - xo e ker(E)I. (3.14)
Then a poínt xo e Rn will be called weakly consistent on j0, TJ if there
exists a smooth input u on [0, T] such that Ssm(xo, u) ~ 0. If, ín
addition, for some x e Ssm(xo, u), x(0') - xo, then x, will be called
consistent on jG, TJ. The system ( 3.13) is control-solvable on [0, T) in
the func~tion sense if ever-y xo e IRn is weakly consisteat oa [0, T).- 15 -
Definition 3.4 is the analogon for a finite time interval of [26,
Definítions 3.1, 4.1]; the definition of control solvability is rooted
in the observation that in many control problems xo, interpreted as
x(0'), may be arbitrary, as a result of which one miqht be interested in
desiqninq control laws that xork for vlL possible states values rather
than for a certain subset. If E- I, then every x, e ~Rn is obviously
consistent on [0, T]. In qeneral, ( 3.13) is control-solvable on [0, T]
in the function sense for ar~rti~ T~ 0 if and only if ( 3.3) is satisfied,
í.e., if (3.1a) is impulse controllable [35]. For a short proof of this,
see Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 3.5.
Let [E A B] be of full row rank. Then
vT ~ 0: (3.13) is control-solvable in the function sense on [0, T]
c, im(E) } im(B) f A[ker(E)] -~1-
Proof. C Accordinq to Proposition 3.1, I~ - atn. Then, for every xo e IRn
there exists an input u e csm and a state trajectory x E cSm such that
pEx - Ax t Bu t Ex,. It follows that Ex~ (t) - Ax(t) t Bu(t) on [0, ~)
with x(Ot) - xo e ker(E) and thus xo is control-solvable in the function
sense for every T ~ 0. ~ Assume that qB - 0, qE - 0 and r~Ax - 0 for all
x E ker(E). Let T ~ 0 and xo e~tn, arbitrary. Then there exists a smooth
function x: [0, TJ -, Atn such that r7Ax(0') - 0 and thus qAxa - qAx(0') f
qA[xo - x(0')] - 0; hence ,7A - 0 anà we establish that q- 0.
Definition 3.6.
Consider the implicit system ( 1.9). Then a function V: atn y R
satisfies the Dissipati~~n Ineylr.lit~ ( DI) for ( 1.9) if
V(xo) - 0 for all x, e ker(E),
and if for all x, e Ai , for all T ~ 0, for all smooth u on [0, T] and
for all x E Ssm(xo, u),
oJTy~(t)Y(t)dt } V(xlT')) ~ Vlxo) (3.15)
(with x(0') :- x,).- 16 -
Theorem 3.7.
If, for all xo e Rn, J-(xo) ~~, thea J": Rn ~ R' satisfies the DI
for (1.9). Iioreover, for every xo e Rn and every T~ 0,
J"lxo) - inflofTy'(t)y(t)dt f J"(x(T"))~u smooth on [0, T],
x e Ssm(xo, u)I (3.16)
(with x(0") :- xo), and there exists a unique positive semidefinite P' e
Rn~, with ker(E) c ker(P"), such that, for all xo e Rn, J"(xo) -
xo'P"xo. If, for all xo e Rn, J`(xo) t o~, then J`: Rn -. R' satisfies the
DI for (1.9). Moreover, J' satisfies (3.16) for every xo e Rn and every
T~ 0, and there exists a unique positive semidefinite P' e Rn~, with
ker(E) c ker(P`), such that, for all xo e Rn, J`(xo) - xo'P'xo.
Proof. Ae only consider the case T~ 0. Due to Proposition 3.5, (3.13)
is control-solvable in the function sense on [0, T] for every T~ 0. Let
the system (1.9) be decomposed as F is in (3.4) and (3.8), and let xo e
Rn, T y 0, u be smooth on [0, T] and x E Ssm(xo, u). Then it follows
that xl,Z,, and u„ 2 in (3.4) are smooth and x,(0') - xol. In fact, on
[0, T] we have (3.5), (3.7) and (3.9). Conversely, if xo e Re, (~'l is
L aJ
smooth on [0, T], and x denotes the resulting solution on [0, T] of
(3.11), then ~~il, witl - - -
:J
[0, T] , x, - x, xZ - v, and x, - 0 are smooth, x, (0') - xo, and y(t)
equals ylxo, f~~~) (t) on [0, T].
L z
By Proposition 3.2, J"(xo) - J"(xo,), J"(x(T")) - J"(xl(T")), where
J"(xo) .- inf{o~'(t)y(t)dt~f~'l e Csmm-11, the optimal cost for
L :J
(LQCP)' subject to the standard system (3.11) -(3.12). Since J'(xo,) t
~ for every xo,, the function J": Re .. R` satisfies the assocíated DI
(1.5), and also
J-(xo,) - inflofTy'(t)y(t)dt t J"(x(T"))~f~'1 smooth on [0, T]1
l :J
[3, Lemma 1]. Hence, aqain by Proposition 3.2 and the above, J': Rn -. R'
satisfies the DI as well as (3.16). Horeover, since there exists a
unique positive semidefinite P' such that, for all xol, J"(xol)
xo,'P"xo, if J'(xol) ~ oo for every x„ e Re (7) ,[30] , rre establish that
there exists a unique positive semidefinite P" e Rn~, with ker(E) c
ker(P'), such that, for all xo e Rn, J"(xo) - xo'P"xo.- 17 -
Next, let J`(xol) :- infio(y'(t)y(t)dt~f~'l E Csmm-1, lim x(t) - 0{,
L 21 t -,oo
and assume that J`(xo) ~~ for every x,. Then J`(x,l) ~~ for every xo,
(Proposition 3.2), and there exists a unique P` ~ 0 such that, for all
xol, J`(x,~) - xo,'P`x „(Proposition 1.1) and, consequently, there
exists a unique P' ~ 0, with ker (E) c ker (P `) , such that, for all x,,
J'(xa) - xo'P`x,. The remaining claims for J' are clear by the
foregoing.
The DI can be interpreted for implicit di~sipativN systems, as it
was done in [2] -[3] for (1.5) with respect to standard dissipative
systems; we will not elaborate on such issues here. Observe that (3.16)
reflects the Bellman optimality principle [31], see also [3].
Next, we will link the DI (3.15) with F(K) (1.10). Lemma 3.8
generalizes a classical result for standard systems [32], [1].
Lemma 3.8.
Consider (1.9) and let K- K' e~lxl x, e~tn, T ~ 0, u smooth on
[0, T] and x e Ssm(xo, u). If x(0") :- xo, then
o1Ty'(t1y(t)dt t x'(T")E'KEx(T-) -
xo'E'KExa t o JT[x' (t) u' (t)] [F(K)] ~u~t~ ldt. (3.17)
Proof. Ae have y'(t)y(t) t(d~dt)(x'(t)EKEx(t)) - y'(t)y(t) t[x'(t)A' t
u'(t)B']KEx(t) t x'(t)E'K[Ax(t) t Bu(t)] -[x'(t) u'(t)][F(K)] ~x(t)~ on
u(t)
(0, T) if T ~ 0. The rest is straightforward.
Now, assume that the matrix P- (Theorem 3.7) exists. Then there
exists a symmetric matrix K"
E~lxl
such that P' - E'R"E, as ker(E) c
ker(P"). Such a matrix K- may not be unique; it may not be positive
P11- 0 0
semidefinite either. If in terms of (3.4), P" 0 0 0, with P~,'
- [ 0 0 0
) 0, then et'ery' K" - IKiI K1zJ, with Kli' -(Eli')-iPil"E11-1 and K::
LKiz~ Kzz
symmetric, satisfies the requirements. Analogously, if P` in Theorem 3.7
exists, then there exists a symmetric K' E Rlxl
such that P' - E'K`E,
and K` may be nonunique and indefinite. Theorem 3.9 translates Theorem
3.7 in K" and K` by means of Lemma 3.8.- 18 -
Theorem 3.9.
Assume that J"Ix,l ~~ for all xa e~tn, and let P" 1 0 be such that
J'(xo) - xo'P'x, for all x,. Then for all K' -(K-)'
E~lxl
that satisfy
P' - E'K"E, for all x, E Rn, for all T~ 0, for all smooth u on [0, T]
and for all x E Ssm(x „ u), it holds that
ofT[x~(t) u'(t)][F(K')] [u(i),dt ~ 0. (3.18)
Moreover, for all such K', all x, E Rn and all T~ 0,
inflo1T[x'(t) u'(t)][F(K")] fu~t~ldt~u smooth on [0, T],
` J x E Ssm(x,, u)! - 0. (3.19)
Assume that J`lx,) c~ for all x, E~tn, and let P' ~ 0 be such that
J`(x,) - x,'P`xo for all x,. Then analoqous statements hold for all K` -
(K`), E
Rlxl
that satisfy P` - E'K`E.
Let us investiqate (3.18) further by usinq the decomposition in
(3.4) . Let T~ 0, x, E Rn, u be smooth on [0, T] and x E Ssm(x,, u) .
Then x1,2,, and u„Z are all smooth, x,(0`) - x,,, and x, - 0, u2 -
F21xt - FZZx2. Let K' -~(Kl'-), K1z-I. Then (3.18) reduces to
,: 2: J
x, (t)
oJT[xj'(t), x2'(t), u,'(tl](F,(K „')] x,(t) dt ~ 0, (3.20)
u,(t)
with F, (K„) :-
Ci~C~ f Aii~KiiEii t Eii~KiiAii Eii~K~i[Aiz B ti) t C,'(Cz D1]
L LBii,J
Ki~Eii f IDi, Ci Dt~ [~2 Di] (3.21)
` ~ ~1~ ~
(see (3.6) and (3.10)). It follorrs from Theorem 3.9 that (3.20) is valid
for al! x,,, all T ~ 0, and alL smooth (u21 on [0, T], xith x,(t) the
l iJ
smooth solution of (3.11) on [0, T] ísee the proof of Theorem 3.9).
Consequently [3, Lemma 4], [33, p. 799J,
F,(K11-) ~ 0, (3.22)
and (3.22) is nec~ssarv for the claim:
F{K") ~ 0 (3.23)
for some symmetric K" that satisfies P" - E'K"E. This folloNS directly
from the observation that F(K') ~ 0 if and only if FIK') ~ 0, with F(K)
F,(K11)
- F( ia Kiz ) - K,Z' K22 ( l ~ j ( j
( 1
B12,J
Kii } [Bz:,J Kis ')E11 t (D2~1Ct ID~~J (C, D,]- 19 -





~D,',[C3 Dz] . (3.24)
r ,
Let P[~z D1] .- I- [Cz D,l(IDi,I[Cz D,l)`~Di~~, with M' denotinq
the Moore-Penrose inverse of any mallltrix.J M. If F 1(K„") : 0, and K, Z" is
chosen such that E„'(K~,-[A1, Biz] t K~z-IAzs Bz:]) -
Et,~Kii-[Aiz B:i] ( IDz,I[Cz Di]) `IDi,J[C3 Dz] - C1~P[Cz D1] [Cz Dz].
L l (3.25)
then F(K-) ~ 0.
Proof. Appendix; racall that (A23 Bzz] is invertible and hence there
exists for every K~," exactly one K1z- such that (3.25} is satisfied.
Lemma 3.10 shows that P- can be expressed in an element of I', the
set of solutions of the LMI (Definition 1.4). Similarly, P` in Theorem
3.9 can be related to an element of r. In other words, we have found the
relation between DI and LMI.
Theorem 3.31.
Assume that, for all xo e~n, J-(x,} t ao and let P- 1 0 be such
that, for all x,, J-(x,) - xo'P-xo. Then there exists a K" e 1' such that
P" - E'K'E. If. for all xo e ~kn, J`(xo) t~, and P` ~ 0 is such that,
for all xa, J`(xo) - xa'P`xa, then there exists a K' e I' such that P' -
E'K'E.
Proof. If P- - E'K'E, with K- symmetric, and K- -((K "-), K'~-~, then
L iz zz
F1(K„ -) ~ 0(3.22) , and if K, 2' is chosen in accordance with ( 3.25) ,
then F(K") - 0(Lemma 3.10) and hence F(K-) ~ 0. The proof for P` runs
similar.
If E- I, then K- - P- and K` - P` in Theorem 3.11, and we recover
the relation betxeen the DI and the LMI for standard systems [1], [3].
In the remainder of this Section we will derive two interestinq
results for r(1.11), the set of solutions of the LMI. First, we must
borrow from [24] the concept of right-invertibility in the stronq sense.- 20 -
Definition 3.12 (24, Definition 4.7].
The system E(3.1) is right invertible in the strong sense if
~xo e ~tn ~y e Cr 3u e Cm 3x e S(x,, u) ' y- y' imp imp
The recent [24] contains tNO definitions for right- as Nell as for
left-invertibility of a general system (3.1); in [24, Definition 4.3]
the system E is called riqht invertible in the wealr sense if
yy E Cr 3u E Cm 3X E S( O, 11) ' y- y~
lmp imp
and the tWO concepts coincide if det(sE - A) s 0(23] -[24].
Proposition 3.13 [24, Corollary 4.13].
Assume that [E A B] is of full roN rank. Then the following
statements are equivalent.
i) E is right invertible in the strong sense.
ii) v~(z) t p(E) -~n, [p C D, is of full rovr rank.
iii) fA C sE D1 is right invertible as a rational matrix.
Observe that riqht-invertibility (in either sense) is equivalent to
riqht-invertibility of the transfer function
T(s) :- D t C(sE - A)''B (3.26)
[23] if det(sE - A) s 0. If E- I, We reobtain [10, Theorem 3.24].
Next, let rs :- normal rank rA C sE Dl, (3.27)
i.e., rs denotes the normal rank olf RosenbrJ ock's system matrix.
Theorem 3.14.
Assume that (3.3) holds. Then, for every K e r,
rank (F(K)) ~ K - 1.
Let IK denote the system
(3.28)
pEx - Ax t Bu t Exo, yK - CKx t DKu, (3.29)
with F(K) -~DK,~[CK DK], rank ( F(K)) - rank ( [CK DK]). Then rank (F(K))
K
- x- 1 if and only if EK is riqht invertible in the stronq sense.
Proof. Appendix.- 21 -
Let
rmin
denote the set of rank minlm,zing elements of r:
rmin :- IK E r~rank (F(K)) - rc - 1!. (3.30)
If det ( sE - A) ac 0, then K- 1 t p, with p:- normal rank (T(s))
(3.26), and r- IK e r~rank (FIK)) - pl. If E- I, then we reobtain the
key result in [4]. Recall that p- m if E- I and ker(D) - 0. In general
we have
Corollary 3.15.
Assume that 12.8) holds. Then K- n f m, and
rmin -!K e r~rank
(F(K)) - n t m- 11. If ( 2.8) holds, ker(D) - 0, 1- n, and ~(K) :-
C'C t A'KE f E'KA - lE'KB t C'D) ( D'D) -' (B'KE t D'C) , (3.31)
then
rmín -( K ' K' e~lxll~(K) - 01.
Proof. By means of the decomposition in (3.4) and (3.8) it is easily
seen that (2.8) is valid if and only if [CZ D,], with Cz - C, - DZF2,,
is left invertible. It follows that Rosenbrock's system matrix is left
invertible as a rational matrix, and thus rc - n t m. If, in addition, 1
- n(E and A are square), and ker(D) - 0, then
Tmin -!K e r~rank (F(K))
- ml on one hand, and on the other, by Schur's lemma [12], rank IF(K)) -
rank (~(K)) } rank (D'D) - rank (~(K)) f m. Thus, rank (F(K)) - m if and
only if ~lK) - 0.
Observe that Corollary 3.15 reduces to the well-known statement
that the rank minimizinq solutions of the LMI are the symmetric
solutions of the alqebraic Riccati equation ( 1.8) if E- I and ker(D) -
0(see Section 1). We saw in Proposition 1.1 that optimal costs for
LQCPs subject to starxiar,i systems are represented by rank minimizinq
solutions of the associated LMI, and hence the set of solutions of (1.8)
is of ínterest for these LQCPs if ker(D) - 0.
8owever, in Section 4 we xill see that for yeneral E the alqebraic
Riccati equation ( ARE) ~(K) - 0(3.31) need not have solutions even if
(2.8) holds, 1- n and ker(D) - 0. In particular, this implies that
optimal costs for LQCPs subject to implicit systems need not be
represented by rank minimizinq solutions of the LMI. On the other hand,
the ARE ~(K) - 0 may have solutions if these LQCPs are singalar, i.e.,
if (2.8) does not hold (Proposition 2.3).-22-
Example 1.3 (continued and extended).
If K- ~" k'jl, then F(K) : 0 if and only if k„ - 0 and k12 E[0, 2].
~ki: kzzJ
Observe that (2.8) does not hold. Yet ker(D) - 0, and the ARE is
defined; its solutions satisfy k„- 0, and k„ - 0 or 2. Note that K-
n} m- 3, although (2.8) is violated, and that K- 1- K- II- m- 1.
In Section 4 we will prove that "suitable" K' aad K' in Theorem
3.11 must be selected from all elements of ~(1.11) rather than from all
elements of
rmin
(3.30). Yet our characterizations for K" and K` will
reduce to those in Proposition 1.1 if E- I! An essential tool in our
selection procedure is Lemma 3.16, an obvious generalization of a
crucial statement in [8, Theorem 6.2]. As in [8], the strongly
controllable subspace w- w(z) (Definition 2.4) turns out to play a
major role in describing solutions of the LMI.
Lemma 3.16.
Assume that (3.3) holds. Then
K E r~ w(L) c ker(E'KE).
Proof. The stronqly controllable subspace w- w(z) can be computed by
the alqorithm w, - ker(E), wi~l : E''[A B]I(wi w IRm) n ker([C D])I; n-
w[24, Theorem 3.10]. Obviously, wo c ker(E'KE). Now, let xo e w,. Then
there exist x and u such that Exa - Ax t Bu, Cx } Du - 0, Ex - 0. Heace
[x' u'][F(K)] f~l - 0, and thus [F(K)] (ul - ~~OEx'1 - 0 and xo e
ker (E ~KE) . AsslnmJe that wi c ker (E'KE) (i l~J 0) , and letJ x, e wi41. Then
there exist x E wi and u such that Ex, - Ax } Bu, Cx t Du - 0. Again,
,
[x' u'] [F(K)] ful - 0, and hence [F(K)] r~l -~'KExB'KEx KExj - 0. Since
im1E) } im(B)l Jt A[ker(E)] - rtl, it flolJlows that E'KExo -J 0 and this
completes the proof by induction.-23-
4. Existence and characterization of optimal costs;
exiatence and uniqueness of optiial inputs.
This Section deals with necessars~ and sufficient conditions for
existence of J'(xo) and J`(x,) (2.5) -(2.6), Mith characterization of
P' and P` (Theorem 3.7) in terms of the LMI (Definition 1.4), and pith
existence and uniqueness of optimal inputs.
As in [29], the system E(3.1) will be called output stabllizahle
if v n 3 m 3 n: lim y(t) - 0. (4.1) Ro E R U E Cgm X E S(Xo, U) fl
CSm t~
Ia addition, we will call F state stabillzable if
v n 3 m 9 n: lim x(t) - 0. (4.2) Xo E R U E Csm X E S(Xo, u) (1 Csm
t~
Proposition 4.1 [29, Theorem 2.2].
Let [E A B] be of full roe rank and let r- r(z) denote the weakly
unobservable subspace. Then Z is output stabilizable if and only if
(3.3) is satisfied and if, for all n e C` :- !s e[~Re(s) ~ 01,
(q[aE - A, - B] - 0, qEw - 0) s~ q- 0. (4.3)
Moreover, E is output stabilizable if and only if, for every xo E Rn,
J-(xo) ~ ~.
For standard systems, condition ( 4.3) appears in [30] as a
yeneralization of the usual 8autus criterion for state stabilizability.
For arbitrarv E pe have
Corollary d.2.
Let [E A B] be of full row rank. Then z is state stabilizable if and
only if (3.3) holds and
vs E~. :(sE - A, - B] is riqht invertible. (4.4)
Moreover, F is state stabilizable if and only if, for every x, E Rn,
J`(x,) ~ ~.- 24 -
Proof. If in Proposition 4.1, C- I and D- 0, then YC - rC(i) - 0 and
hence E~ - EwC - 0[Definition 2.4, Proposition 2.5], and (4.3) reduces
to (4.4). Finally, it is clear that J'(x,) c~ for every x, e rtn only if
r is state stabilízable. Conversely, if E is state stabilizable, then it
follows directly from (3.4) and (3.8) that (3.11) -(3.12) is state
stabilizable, and hence, for every xo e Re, the optimal cost for (LQCP)'
subject to (3.11) -(3.12) is finite (e.g. [6]). By Proposition 3.2,
then, J`(xo) (~ for every x, E Rn, and tàe proof is complete.
Now, let us, besides (2.5) -(2.6), introduce for the system F the
functions
Jd(x,) :- infl,fY'(t)Y(t)dt~u E cIDmp, x E S(x „ u)I, (4.5)
and Já(x,) :- inft,~y'(t)y(t)dt~u E cmmp, x e S(x,, u), lim x(t) - 01.
t~ (4.6)
Here, o~y~(t)y(t)dt is set equal to t~ if either y E Cgm or Y E
Csm
and y is not square-integrable over R'. Also, lim x(t) stands for lim
t~ t.~
x2(t) if x, denotes the smooth component of x E Cimp. Then, obviously,
Jd {x,) ~ J' (x,) , Já (x,) c J' (x,) , and strict inequality may occur - in
Exampl2 2.6 we saw that Jd(x,) - 0 and J'(x,) - t oo for certain points
xo. Note that this Example does not satisfy ( 3.3), our standinq
assumption since Section 3. In this final Section we will establish that
infimization over functions eqnals infimization over distributions if
(3.3) is satisfied, and optimal inputs and state trajectories for (4.5)
-(4.6) are in qeneral distributions, unless ( 2.8) holds.
Lemna 4.3.
Assume that xo E Rn, u e Csm and x e S(xo, u) n Csm. Thea
,(y~(t)y(t)dt c~ y lim d(x(t), Y t w) - 0,
t-s~
with d(x, t) denoting the (Euclidean) distance between x e Rn and the
subspace t c Rn.- 25 -
Proof. Consider (3.4) and 13.8). Then, by (3.5), we qet (3.7) and (3.9)
and hence the Euclidean distance between x,(t) and r~ f ~v converges to
zero, as time tends to infinity [19, Corollary 3.28], [30, Remark 1].
Here, 'r and w denote the weakly unobservable and stronqly controllable
subspace for (3.11) -(3.12}, respectively. The claim then follows from
Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 4.4.
Assume that [E A B] is of full row rank, and consider (LQCP)'. For all
xo e Rn, J'(xo) ~~ if and enly if E is output stabilizable. Assume this
to be the case. Then thera exists a unique P- e ~Rn~, P- ~ 0, such that,
for all xo E ~?n, Já(xo) - J-(xo) - xo'P-xo. For some K' e r, P- - E'K'E,
and E'KE c E'K "E if K e T and ~ c E'KE. Furthermore, ker (P') - Y t w.
For every xo E ~Rn there exists an input u e Cm and a state trajectory
x E S(xo, u) such that Y`- ~sm
imp
and xo'P-xo - of"y'(t)y(t)dt. If (2.8)
holds, then these optimal inputs and optimal state trajectories are
functions of the F~~hi type, i.e., linear combinations of functions of
the type tke~t, k~- 0.
Proof. The first claim follows from Proposition 4.1. Assume that E is
output stabilizable. Then Theorem 3.7 guarantees the existence of P'
such that, for all xo, ,7"(xo) - xo'P'xo. By Theorem 3.11, there exists a
K' e ~ such that P' - E'K'E. Now suppose that, for some xo, Jà(xo) ~
xo'P'xo. Then there exists an input u E Cmmp and a state trajectory x e
S(xo, u) such that y e csm and o~y'(t)y(t)dt ~ xo'P-xo. If u- ul t uz,
u, e Cp-imp, u, E csm and x- x, t x2, x, e CP-imp, x, E Csm, then Cx, t
Du, - 0 and pEx, - Ax, t Bul t E[xo - x(0')] (2.Qa), and hence, by
definition, xo - x(0`) e w- t~(E). Consequently, by Lemma 3.16,
~
01 y'(t)y(t)dt ( xl0')P'x(0`), as y- Cxz f Du, and pEx2 - Ax2 } Bu2 t
E(x(0')] (2.4b), and we have a contradiction with (2.5). Thus, Já(xo) -
J'(xo) for every xo. fiow the ~sistencr of optimal inputs and state
trajectories within the class of impulsive-smooth distributions is
stated in [29, Theorem 2.3]; also, it is shoxn in [29] that these inputs
and state trajectories are Bohl functions if (2.8) holds.-26-
Next, it follorrs from Lemma 3.16 that v t w c ker(P'), since, obviously,
r c ker(P"). On the other hand, if x,'P"x, - 0, then there exists aa
input u e Cmmp and a trajectory x e S(x „ u) such that y: 0, aad hence,
by [24, Theorem 3.2], xo e r t w. Thus, ker(P') - r} w. Finally, let R
e r and v c ker(E'RE). By Lemma 3.16, then, v t w c ker(E'RE). Let x, é
Rn be arbitrary, u e csm and x e S(xo, u) n Csm such that ,~y'(t)y(t)dt
c ao. Then, necessarily,
lim x'(t)E'REx(t) - 0 (4.7)
t.s~
(Lemma 4.3), and hence, by (3.17),
o~y'(t)Y(t)dt - xo'E'RExo } o~[x'(t) u'(t)jIFIR)l rx(t)ldt
(4.8)
lu(t)1
with F(R) ~ 0. Thus, o~y'(t)y(t)dt 1 x,'E'KEx, aad J"lxo) s x,'P"xo ~
x,'E'R'Exo ~ xo'E'RExo for every xo, as a result of rhich S'R'E ~ E'RE.
This completes the proof.
The characterization for P" in Theorem 4.4 determinea P' uniquely;
if for some other matrix P~ 0 there exists a R e I' such that P z E'RE,
v c ker (P) , aad E'RE C P for any R E l' that satisfies v c ker (E'RE) ,
then P" - E'R'E ~ P and P- E'RE ~ P'.
Corollary 4.5.
Assume that E- I and that E is output stabilizable. Then J'(xa) S
x,'R'x „ Kith R" e T, v} w- ker(R'), aad if R E P Kith Rv ~ 0, then R
C R".
Remark 4.6.
In [19, Proposition 3.20] it is demonstrated that the characterizations
for K" ia Proposition 1.1 aad in Corollary 4.5 coincide. Unlike
Proposition 1.1, Corollary 4.5 repreaents R" in terma of al! solutioaa
of the LMI, rather than in rank minimiziaq ones.-z7-
Theoren 4.7.
Assume that [E A B] is of full row rank, and consider (LQCP)`. Then
J`(xo) c oo for every xo E Rn if and only if E is state stabilizable.
Assume this to be the case. Then there exists a unique P` e IRn~, P` ~
0, such that, for all x, E rtn, Jd(x,) - J`(x,) - x,'P`x,. For some R` e
T, P` - E'K`E, and E'KE ~ E'K`E for all K e T. For every x, e Rn, there
exists an input u E Cmmp and a state trajectory x E S(x,, u) such that y
r
e Csm and x,'P`x, -,~y'(t)y(t)dt if and only if
rA e(s E C~Re(s) - 0): rank IA C sE D1 - K.
(4.9)
These optimal inputs and optimal sltate trajJectories are Bohl functions
if (2.8) holds.
Proof. The first statement follows from Corollary 4.2. Then, by Theorems
3.7 and 3.11, there exists a unique positive semidefinite P` such that,
for all xo e Rn, J`(xo) - x,'P`xo, and P' - E'K'E for some K` e t'. Hence
Já(x,) - xo'P`x, ( see proof of Theorem 4.4). Now, let K E r, x, e Rn, u
e C9m, x e S(x„ u) n Csm, lim x(t) - 0 and ,~y'(t)y(t)dt ~~. Then, by
t~
(3.17), we qet (4.8) and hence xa'P'xo - x,'E'K`Ex, ~ xa'E'KExo; i.e.,
E'K`E ) E'KE.
Next, it is well known that for every initial condition an optimal
impulsive-smooth input (with impulsive-smooth state trajectory) exists
for (LQCP)` subject to a standard system if and only if there are no
invariant zeros on the imaginary axis (e.g. [6J). These invariant zeros
can be characterized as those s E[ for which the rank of Rosenbrock's
system matrix is smaller than K, its normal rank (3.27) [34]. Now,
consider (3.4), (3.8). It follows directly that, for every s e C,
rank fA C sE Dl - rank ~,.-iC„ - sI E„'i[é„ D,;] 1 t 1- e,
L J , : . J
as [A2, B„] is invertible, and hence, by Proposition 3.2, for every xo
e Rn there exists an input u E Cmmp and a state trajectory x e S(x „ u),
with lim x(t) - 0, such that y E Csm and x,'P`xo - a1"y'(t)y(t)dt if and
t~
only if (4.9) is satisfied. Finally, (2.8) holds if and only if [CZ D1]
in (3.11) -(3.12) is left invertible, and optimal inputs and state
trajectories for a reqular (LQCP)` subject to a standard system are Bohl
functions (e.Q. [6]). Then, the proof is completed by, aqain, applyinq
Proposition 3.2.Also the representation of P' - E~K'E in Theorem 4.7 is unique; if,
for some other P~ 0, J'(x,) z x,~Px, for all x,, Mith P S E~RE, K e r,
and E~RE ~ E~KE for all K E l', then P- E~RE ~ P' and P' - E~R'E ~ P. If
E- I, then Ke reobtain the representation of R' in Proposition 1.1.
Our Theorems 4.4 and 4.7 thus present necessary and sufficient
conditions for existence of (2.5) and (2.6); moreover, if these
conditions are satisfied, then (2.5) and (2.6) can be represented by
certain solutions of the LMI.
Example 4.8 [14] - [15].
Consider the system
p [U UJ [x,] - [1 U, x,J } [lJu } [~ ~, [íxtca,,
y- f0~ól(R2lt Ou.
L Jl J 1
Condition (2.7) is obviously satisfied, and hence we have (2.8)
(Proposition 2.3). Also, the system is already in the decomposition
(3.4), (3.8), and ~c, and ~u~ are not appearinQ. Note that det(sE - A) m
0. For (3.11) -(3.12) we Qet px, - x, t x,,, y a -1 xi t fl~lx,. The
ARE for this subsystem is 2- k~ - 0~ith k- 2~` as oalyl J positive
semidefinite solution. flence (LQCP)' as xell as (LQCP)' for this
subsystem have the same optimal cost as well as the same optimal inputs,
since the associated system matrix is clearly left invertible for every
s e[. These optimal inputs are x, -- 2~, with resultinq trajectory
x,(t) - e- 2~xO1 on rt'. Thus, for the original system the optimal input
and optimal state trajectory folloM from the system equation itself and
from
2~,tx,-0,
and the optimal cost for (LQCP)' as Nell as for (LQCP)` is ~" ~l, Kith
ki, - 2~. Let us check this by usinq the Theorems 4.4 andlV4.7.JIf K s
11 k12 , then F(K) - fi kl?kls kli k0~ , and thus
~,: k::] L k12 0 1
r - (R~2 - (k12 - 1)~ - k1,2 ~ 01;- 29 -
~ 1
it folloxs that k,l ~ 2~, and K' - f2 1 J(k2Z arbitrary) e T. Hence,
ll k:2
~4
for every K e r, E'RE - ~" ~l ~ E'R'E - f0 0~ - P', by Theorem 4.7.
In addition, by Theorem 4.4, P'1- P', since ly - ker(E).
Next, it is readily checked that K( 3.27) equals 3 and hence R- 1- 1
(observe that ~- 1- p, xith p- normal rank (T(s)) (3.26), since
det(sE - A) s 0); yet, for every K e r xe have rank (F(R)) ~ 2! Thus,
rmin -
m(3.30). Equívalently, by Corollary 3.15, the ARE ~(K) - 0
(3.31) has no solutions, even although the LQCPs under consideration are
solvable [15]. Ne establish that r
min
is of importance x.r.t. LQCPs if E
is invertible (Proposition 1.1), but
rmin
may be espty if E is singular.
Hence "suitable" matrices for characterization of (2.5) and (2.6) are to
be searched amonq elements of r instead of
rmin'
regardless xhether E is
invertible or not, as is shoxn by the Theorems 4.4 and 4.7.
Finally, let us take a look at the system ZK. (3.29), xith F(K`)
, 3 2 y` 1
factorized as fDK{,l[CK, DR,]. We have F(K`} - 2~ 1 0, and CK, -
L R J 1 0 1
Ll~ OJ~ DK~ - LOJ
satisfy the requirements. tie establish immediately
that Y( ZK,) - R'; for every (Xo`l, the input u-- x, is such the
I. o~J
trajectory folloxing from x2 -- 2yic1 and px, - x2 t x,l is smooth and
yR, - 0. As K' is not rank minimizinq, it folloxs from Theorem 3.14 that
zK, is not riqht invertible in the stronq sense, as a result of Mhich





1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
p 0 1 0 fx'1 : 0 -1 0 fX'1 } 0 1 ru,l ~ 0 1 0 fX"1
000 I121 0 1 1 Il 'J -1-1 lu,J 000 Ilo'J'
000 X' 0 0-2 x' 0 2 000 xos
Y- [0 0 0] fX;l t[1 0] f~~~.-30-
tie have e- 2, 1 z 4, n- 3, im(E) f im(B) - rt', xo E r if and only if
xO2 - 0, xo e N if and only if xo, - 0. lllso, (2.8) doea not hold. In
(3.4), (3.8), x, and ~cl are not appeariaq. The subsystem (3.11), (3.12)
becomes
p [0 1, [xz s [0 -1, [x,J } [l,x' ~ [0 1, [xos,
,
y - [u 1] RZJ.
The LQCPs associated Mith this subsystem are (indeed) singular. It
follows from Proposition 1.1 that R" - 0 and that R' - f0 Ol. Optimal
controls for (LQCP)" as Kell as for (LQCP)' turn out to lbe Jimpulsive.
For the former problem x, -- xo, is optimal; this impulse yields x, S 0
and thus y- 0. For the latter problem x, -- xo: - 2x,~ is optimal,
since the resultinq x, equals - 2(p t 1)''xo, and thus x, -(p - 1)"'[-
2(P t 1) -' t 1]xo, -(p - 1) -'[(p - 1) (p t 1) -1]xol -(D ~ 1) "17Coi, xi,:
converqe to zero as time tenda to infinity, and ,f"y'ydt x 2xo1'.
ii kis kis ka,
Nox, let R- kl: k:s kss ks. , Then F(R) (1.10) equals
kis k:s kss ks,
k i. k:. k s, k„
2k1~ k,s k~s - 2ki, k,~ - k~s k~: - k„ t 2k~,
ki, - 2ki2 t 2k:s k:a - 2k:, ki: - k:s k:: - ki, t 2k:,
k„ - 2k1~ k„ - 2k,~ 0 0 0
k~, - k~s k,: - k~, 0 1 0
kl,-k„t2k~~k„-k„f 2k,,, 0 0 0
and F(R) ~ 0 if and only if
2k,~ k~~ k~z kj~ - k,s k~s - ki, f 2k1,
k,l 2k1,-2k„tl kss k,:-kss}1 k„-k„t2k:.
k„ k„ 0 0 0
k~, - k~s kl: - k„ t 1 0 1 0
k12-k~,t2k„k::-k2,f 2k2. 0 0 0
~ 0, and this is the case only if k~, - 0, k22 ~ 0, k„ ~ 2k,~, k„ -
2k2.. lioreover, k„(2 - kll) ~ 0 and hence kl, E[0, 2]. It is easily
seen that R' e r if k„'- 2, kl,' - 2 and k„' S 1, and also that K" e
r with k„"- 0, k„"- 0, k„"- 0. Thus, by Theorems 4.4 and 4.T, P' ~
2 0 0
0 and P' - 0 0 0, in accordance Mith the above.
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0-1 0
Finally, F(R") - 0 0 0 0 0, F(R') - 0 0 0 0 0, and appropriate
0 0 0 1 0 0-1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
factorizations for (3.29) are qiven by [CR- DR.] -[[0 0 0] [1 O]] and- 31 -
[CK~ DK~I -[[0 1 0] ~-O 0,]- Note that rank ( F(K-)) - 1- R - 1(3.27),
whereas rank (F(K')) - 2. Hence K' E
rmin
(3.30), and, indeed, Y(EK-) f
N(EK-) - it' (ul - x,, uZ -- xo, yield x2 - 0, u, - 0 and hence yK- - 0)
and ~ ~- D-1 is of full row rank, in accordance with Proposition 3.13
l" K K J
and Theorem 3.14. Horeover, w(zK4) f ~r(FK,) - R' (ul - x„ u, -- xo, -
2Xo1 Yield x2 -- 2(p } 1)-lxol, xl -(p t 1)"1Xo1 8nd thuS yK. - 0),
but A B is not riqht invertible; note that K` E!' 0 CK. DK., min'
In Examples 4.8 and 4.9 we saw that ~(EK) f t1(ZK) - Rn if K e I', ~K
is as in (3.29), and E'RE - P, with P representing the optimal cost for
either (2.5) or ( 2.6). This turns out to be generally true for all such
K e T, as a result of which we can generalize a statement in Proposition
1.1.
Theorem 4.10.
Let K- e T be such that P' - E'K-E, with P- representing the optimal
cost for ILQCP) ". Then K- E
rmin if and only if rank (~ FAKB~ 1) - 1 f
rank (F(K-) ) .
l" J
Let K' e r be such that P' - E'K'E, with P' representinq the optimal
cost for (LQCP)`. Then K` E
rmin
if and only if rank (~ FAKB~I) - 1 f
rank (F(K') ) . ~" J
Proof. By (3.19), for all xo e Rn and all T~ 0,
inflofTyK-'(t)yK-(t)dtlu smooth on [0, T], x E Ssm(xo, u)I - 0,
with yK.(t) - CK-x(t) f DK-u(t), F(R-) - fDR-~I[CK- DK-l, and rank
`K J
(F(K')) - rank ( [CK- DK-]). Consequently, by Proposition 3.2, [19,
Appendix] and aqain Proposition 3.2,
inflo~YK-'(t)YK.It)dtlu e Csm, x e S(xo, u) n Cgml - 0,
and thus, by Theorem 4.4, r(ZK-) t w(ZK-) - Rn, with ZK- as in ( 3.29).
It follows that K' E
rmin if and only if [0 C- D, is of full row
K R'-32-
rank, by Theorem 3.14 and Proposition 3.13. Fiaally,
full roN rank if aad only if rank (~ (A B~ ~) - 1 t 0 F(K')





rank (F(R') ) . The
If im(E) - R1, then R' and R` in Theorem 4.10 are in
rmin'
Remark 4.12.
If for a certain K' E
rmin,
E'R"E - P', With P" representinq the optimal
cost for (LQCP) ", then, by Theorem 4.10 and (3.30) , raak (~ ~A H~ 1) z
0 F(K') J
x. However, if R' e P is such that E'R"E - P" and rank (10 FIRB),) s R,
then K' need not be rank minimíziaq. For example, considerl the system
p[0 0, [x2J -[1 O] [x2] }[iJ




Observe that ker(D) - 0; yet, (2.8) does not hold. `The c`ontrol`u - 0
yields x, - 0 and xt -- x„ (impulsive) and heace r f w- R2. Thus, P"
- 0(Theorem 4.4), and P" - E'R"E Mith R" - 0 é r. It folloxs that
(3.27) x- 3- rank (~ FAOB~ l) - rank (~ ~ D~); hoNever, by Theorem
4.10, R' E
rmin,
sincel"1 } ranJk (F(0)) - l`4'. Analoqously, if R' F P is
such that E'K'E - P', with P` representing the optimal cost for (LQCP)`,
and rank ( ~A ;~ )- x, then R` aeed not be raak minimizinq (aote that
0 F(R )
P` - P' in the above-qiven example). Therefore We cannot say ia Theorem
4.10 that e.q. K" E rmin if and only if rank (~ p~RB~I) - K.
In the Examples 4.8 and 4.9 Ne saw that "suitable" R" and K` in r
for representation of P' and P` need not be rank minimizinQ; Theorem
4.10 explains us Nhy. For this reason, our main reaults on the optimal
costs for (LQCP)" and (LQCP)' are formulated in terms of al1 solutions
of the LliI. In particular, the set of solutions of the ARS
n:- {R e
R1x1IR
a R., ~(K) - 01 (4.10)
((3.31)) may be fully irrelevant x, r. t. determinatíon of the optímal
costs (2.5) -(2.6), even if (2.8) holds, ker(D) ~ 0 and the LQCPs under
coasideration are solvable (see Example 4.8). Yet, R' and R` are in ~ in
two special cases, Mhere ker(D)- 0.- 33 -
Lea~a 4.13.
Let ker(D) - 0. Then T- (K E Rlxll~(K) ~ 0), and rank (F(K)) ~ m if R E
r.
fie stress that in Lemma 4.13, m may be unequal to rc - 1, and hence
we cannot say that r
min - iK e ~~rank (F(K)) - ml if ker(D) - 0.
Bxaiple 4.14.
The system p[1 Ol
LX21
-[0 1] fX2~ t u t [1 0]
fxo,], Y' [0 i, [x,J {[O]u
is such that ~- 1- 3- 1-12, and m- 1. Nlote that ker(D) - 0, (2.8)




by Theorem 4.10. Since K e r if and only if K 1 0
Kfl 0 1
~ 0, it follows that
rmin -(- 1, 01, and thus K' - 0 and P' - 0. In
fact, also P` - 0, since P` - E'K'E with K' - 0. The input u-- xl is
optimal for (LQCP)' as well as for (LQCP)`, and it has infinitely many
associated state trajectories; yet only x2 - 0, xl -(p t 1)''xol is
optimal for both problems. Observe that ~- 0.
Theoren 4.15.
Assume that im(E) - R1, ker(D) - 0, and that normal rank (fA C sE D~) -
1 f m. Let P' ~ 0 be such that, for all xo e~tn, J'(xo) -lxo'P'xo. Then
there exists a R' e n such that P' - E'K"E. In addition, E'K'E ~ E'KE if
K e ~ and ~ c ker(E'KE). If, moreover, P` ~ 0 is such that, for all xo e
Rn, J`(xo) - xo'P`xo, then there exists a K' e n such that P' - E'K`E,
and E'K'E ~ E'KE for every K e~.
Proof. By Lemma 4.13, rank (F(K)) ~ m if K E r, and rank ( F(K)) - m if
and only if K E ~. By Theorem 3.14, then, n- rmin.
Now there exists a
R" E ~ such that E'K'E - P" (Theorem 3.11), and it then follows from
Corollary 4.11 that R" e ~. Next, if R e n and r e ker(E'KE), then E'KE
~ E'K'E, by Theorem 4.4. Analogously, if K` e r is such that P` - E'R'E,





t u t [1 0] IxolJ
, Y- [1 0] Ix'J
t u.
`xs Lxa Lxo, LxZ
We have K- 2 and hence ~- 1- m- 1. Also,
n- IK ~ IK p~ -((KÓi)' Ó1 - 01 -(0) - r,
and P' - P' l- 0. Obslerve thatJ (4.9) is satisfied. For every [xo,~ xos]'
the input u-- x, is optimal for (LQCP)` as well as (LQCP)'; a possible
optimal state trajectory is x2 - 0, x, -(p t 1)''xo, ( as in Example
4.14). Note that x2 -- xo, (impulsive), x, - 0 is another optimal state
trajectory that is associated with u~- xl; (2.8) does not hold.
Observe that Theorem 4.15 shows the relevance of solutions of the
ARE for possibly singular LQCPs subject to a possibly nonsquare system.
However, in the next case, extensively studied in [17], (2.8) is
satisfied and S and A are assumed to be square.
Theorem 4.17.
Assume that ker(D) - 0, 1- n, ker(E) c ker(C), and im(E) t A[ker(E)] -
R1. If, for all xo e Rn, J'(xo) - xo'P-xo with P' ~ 0, then there exists
a K- e ~ such that P- - E'K-E, and E'K-E ~ E'RE if Y c ker(E'RE) and K e
n. If, for all xo e~tn, J`(xo) - xo'P'xo with P~ ~ 0, then there exists
a K` e n such that P` - E'K'E, and E'K'E ~ E'KE for all R E n.
Proof. First, consider a qeneral system (3.1), decomposed as in (3.4)
and (3.8). Assume, moreover, that im([C, D,]) c im([C2 D1]) (3.5),
(3.10). Then we have the followinq result (proven in the Appendix):
If K-~K " K'21 e I', then rank (F(K)) - rank (F,(K11)), (4.11)
K„' K2,J
see (3.211.
Here, A„- B„F22 for some square F22, [A2, A2,] is invertible, C, - 0,
C, - 0. Hence [C, D,] -[- DZF2z D,] , with F,Z invertible, and thus
im([C, DZ]) c im([C, D,]). Consequently, for every K e r, rank (F(R)) -
rank (F 1(R „) ), by the foreqoinq. Now, let K' E T be such that P' -
E'K'E, with K' K11- K'2 ~ - - , partitíoned in accordance ww~h (3.4),
(Kl,-) ' K„-
(3.8). Then it is easily established that rank (~[A B]~) - e t(1 - e) 0 F(K')- 35 -
t rank (F1(K „')) - 1 f rank (FfK~)) and hence, by Theorem 4.10, K- e
rmin' Finally, (2.8) holds, as rank (fC Dl) - 0, and thus, by Corollary
3.15, n- rmin' Similarly, if K' e r ils suJch that P' - E~K'E, then K' E
rmin - n. The rest follows from the proof of Theorem 4.15.
Example 4.18.
Consider the system




It is readily checked that
control u- 0 yields y- 0.
k122tik „ klZt}2k23
k,z t k,s 1} kzz f kz3
4.4; the
Then K e n c~ 0-
il[k„ k12 t 1 1].
By Theorem 4.17, P' - E~K'E, and K- - 0 e ~. Also, P` - E~K'E with K` E
f' and E~K'E ~ E~KE for every K e ~1. If K E ~1 then k, 1 - 0 or k,,- 2; in
the latter case kiZ - 0, k„ - 2, k23 - 0, kzZ - 0. In the former case
k„ may be arbitrary and k~2 -- yzk,Z2. As for every k,,,
(2 0 l f 0 k12
`0 OJ - lk~z '~k~zZ,~
~2001
we find that P` - 0 0 O1.
0 0 0
Observe that Theorem 4.15 and Theorem 9.17 reduce to corresponding
statements in Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 4.5 if E- I.
In this Section we have derived characterizations of the optimal
costs for (LQCP)' and (LQCP)', and we have seen under which conditions
optimal inputs and optimal state trajectories exist. 8owever, we have
nut elaborated on the actual ~.~mtKitatt~?n of these inputs and state
trajectories. As this issue may be rather complicated, for instance in
the case of nonsquare systems, it will be treated in full detail in a
future paper. Nevertheless we xill conclude the present paper with a
statement on uni~7~~enr-~~ of optímal controls and optimal state
trajectories.
1 100 xo,
t 0 u t 0 1 0 xO2 ,
0 0 0 0 x„J
~ - ~' ,
Let K -




k~Z t kl, kll
1 t Y,ZZ t kZ, - k12 t
1 1- 36 -
Definition 4.19 [24, Definition 4.10].
The system E(3.1) will be called left invertible tn the strong sense if
x,-0, Y-0~u-0, Sx~O.
In [24, Definition 4.1] z is called left invertible in the weak
sense if x, - 0 and y~ 0 imply that u- 0. StronQ and Keak
left-invertibility coincide if det(sE - A) ~ 0, see also [23].
Proposition 4.20 [24, Corollary 4.15].
0
Assume that A B is of full column rank. Thea the folloMinq statements
C D
are equivalent.
í) z is left invertible in the stronQ sense.
ii) Ifxo-O, y-0, thenu-0, x-0.
iii) rA C sE Dl is left invertible as a rational matrix.
Theorem 4.21.
0
Let A B be of full colunn rank. Consider (LQCP)', and assume that z is
C D
output stabilizable. Then for every x, e rtn there exists exactly one
optimal u E C~mp and exactly one optimal x e S(x,, u) n Cimp if and only
if x is left invertible ín the stronq sense. If this is the case, then
the smooth parts of these unique u and x are of the Bohl type. Consider
(LQCP)`, and assume that z ás state stabilizable aad that (4.9) is
satisfied. Then for every x, e Rn there exists exactly one optimal u E
eimp and exactly one optimal x e S(x,, u) n eimp if and only if Z is
left invertible in the stronQ sense. If this is the case, then the
smooth parts of these unique u and x are of the Bohl type.
Proof. Consider the aystem E, decomposed as in ( 3.4), (3.8), and the
0
system ( 3.11) -(3.12). Directly, ker( A B )- 0 r~ ker(rA': B" 1) ~ 0.
C D
LC' D` J
Consequently, E is left invertible in the stronq sense if and only if
(3.11) -(3.12) is left invertible (in either sense), by Proposition 3.2
(or by combination of Proposition 4.20 Nith [10, Theorem 3.26] or [23,- 37 -
Theorem 3.9]). It is known that for every zo e IR2 there exists 2xactly
one optimal f~'~ e cimm-1 for (LQCP)- subject to (3.11) -(3.12) if and
l z p
only if f3.11) -(3.12) is left invertible, and the smooth parts of this
optimal input and of the resulting state trajectory are of the Bohl type
[10], [6], [8]. Together with Theorem 4.4, this proves the first part.
The second half follows analoqously, by using Theorem 4.7 instead of
Theorem 4.4.
The systems in the examples are all left invertible in the strong
sense, except for the system in Example 4.16. Note that one may assume
0
without loss of generality that ker( A Bl) - 0 for a system (3.1).
C DJ




Assume that 1- n, that ker (D) - 0 and ker ( A B)- 0, and that E is
C D
left invertible in the stronq sense. Then ~- rmin'
Proof. By Lemma 4.13, rank (F(K)) - m if and only if K e n. Since, by
Proposition 4.20, K- 1 t m(3.27), the claim follows from {3.30).
In Example 4.8, 1- n, ker (D) - 0 and (2.8) holds; the system is
left invertible in the strong sense and we saw that
Tmin - n-~. The
example in Remark 4.12 also satisfies all requirements of Proposition
4.22; yet, ( 2.8) does nnt hold. It is easily found that
rmin -(K - rk" k,Z~ Ik„ - 0, k12 - 1 t 2~t. l ~z ~2
Note that 1 f rank (F(K) ) - 2 f 1- 3- rank ( ~ [A B] 1) if K e n, in
0 F(K) J
accordance with Theorem 4.10, amd that, for every K E
Tmin'
P' - P~ - 0
- E~KE; however, also 0- E~KoE with Ko - 0 e I', Ko E
rmin.
Similar
observations can be made for the ext~nded version of Example 1.3.-38-
Conclusions.
In this paper we have defined aad investiqated linear-quadratic
coatrol problens (LQCPs) subject to qeneral implicit continuous-time
systems. The optimal costs can be interpreted as solutions of the newly
defined concept of Dissipation Inequality (DI) for implicit systems.
These interpretatioas have been converted into unique representations of
the optimal costs by certain solutions of our coacept of Liaear Matrix
Inequality (L!!I) . Ia this way the optimal costs are determined by the
or-iginal system coefficients oaly, and the results are valid for regular
as well as for singular problems. Ia particular, they reduce to the
classical ones if the system is standard. The notion of rant :iniaiztng
solutions of the LMI, well-knowa with respect to atandard systems, has
meaninQ for implicit systems as well, even if there is no transfer
fuaction, and we have derived under which coaditions the optimal costs
for the LQCPs under consideration caa be characterízed by rank
minimiziaq solutions of the LIiI. In addition, we have shown the possible
relevaace in this conaection of the alQebraic Riccati equation for both
reqular and sinqular LQCPs. Further, we have proven that the optimal
cost for the LQCP without (with) stability ia finite for every inital
condition if and only if the underlyinq system is output (state)
stabilizable. Optimal iaputs and optimal state trajectories always exist
for the former problem, provided that the optimal cost is finite, and
they exist for the latter problem if and only if, aqain, the optimal
cost is finite, and the system matrix has no rank deficit on the
imaginary axis. Moreover, these inputs aad state trajectories are unique
if the implicit system is left invertible in the atronq sense.- 39 -
Appendix.
Leosa 1.
Consider the implicit system pEx - Ax t Bu t Ex,, with ker(B) - 0. Then
IC - 0 cs [sE - A, - BJ is left unimodular.
Proof. ~ Let xo e IC. Then, for some u E Cgm and x E S(xo, u) n Csm,
x(0') - x,. Since [sE - A, - Bl has a polynomial left inverse L(s), it
follows that ful - L(p)Exo is impulsive, and hence u- 0, x- 0 and xo -
0. ~ If IC - 0, then there are no consistent points in tn either. Now,
assume that ,1 E e and (AE - A)x, - Buo - 0, xo e Cn, uo e[m. Then the
input u(t) - eAtu, and the state trajectory x(t) - e~tx, are both
smooth, x(0') - x,, and, for all t~ 0, E(d~dt)x!t) - AEx(t) - Ax(t) t
Bu(t). We conclude that xo - 0. Consequently, Bu, - 0 and thus u, - 0;
[AE - A, - B] is shown to be left invertible for every A e[.
Proof of Lemma 3.10.
Consider F(K') (3.24), with F,(K11') ~ 0, and K12' chosen such that
(3.25) holds. From (3.22) we deduce that
(Eil'K11"[Aaa Bit] f C~'[Cz Dj)) -
(Eii~Kii-[Aiz Ba,l t C,'[Cz D,l)(~Di,J[CZ Dll)'~Di,J
[C, Dll (A.1)
and Ci'C1 f A11'K11'E11 f E„'K11'All l- L
(Ea1,K11-[A12 Bii) f C1' [CZ D1] )(~Di, J[CZ Dt]) ~x
j 1 ,
( LBii,JK.i-E11 f ~Di~1C1) ) 0. (A.2)
On the other hand, by (3.25), F(K') ~ 0 if and onlyJif
LC : . C s ' f (E~~~K~~ [A~z B~~1 } C1'[Cz D~])(ID ~J[C2 Dl]) L
D J
F,(K„ ) - I rC2,l `~ '~ lx
l lD, J J
[c, nZ]([D2,,[c, n2])'[D2,]x
[[cz DiJ(~Di, J
[Cz D ,])`( LBii, 1
Kaa-Eia t IDi,J
Ci), [Cz Dill (A.3)
is positive semidefinite. L-40-
Set P[C~ D2] :- I-[C, D,]( fD2,l[C, D,])'fD2,l. It folloMS from (A.1)
that the right upper block of L(A.3J) is equalltoJ
j r , 1
(Eai~Rii-[A,: B,1J t C1'LC: D1]) (~Di, J[Ci D,])'L
DI,J
P[C~ D:] [Ci Di]
and the riqht loKer block of (A.3) equals
ID2',P[C D][C, D,]. Finally,
ll ~ ~ :
the left upper block of (A.3) equals
C,'C1 f E11'Kll'A11 t All'K1~"E„ -
(Ea~~Kll-[A12 B,a] t C1'[C2 1)1]) ( IDi,J
[C2 Dll)'LD1,J
(I - P[C~ D2])x
[C: D1] ( ~Di. J [C: Di.]) ~( ~Bii. J
Kii-Eat } IDi.1
C1).
It follorrs that the block matrix (A.3) ~ 0 if and only if l(A.2) holds,
and this completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.14.
Since (3.3) holds, there exist N e R(nfm-1)Xn
and N e R(n4m-1)~ such
that det( fsÓ Ól- (N 1)B~ 0; take in (3.4) e.q. N- [0.0`0]'-N-- [I-0~-
if E:- ~„` O~,JA :l- ~NJ N~ and C:- [C D], then F(R) z C'C t A'KE t E'KA
~ 0, with~"R :- ~ Ól. Let [CR DR], of full row rank, be such that-FIK) -
~DK~I[CR DK]. Thl"en Jrank (F(R)) - rank ([CK DR]) ~ normal rank (TR(s)),
K~J
xith TK(s) :- [CK DRl(sE - A)"'B, Mhere B:- IÍ }
- - - - - - - -
ntm-1-
-- - - -
Since TK'(- s)TK(s) - B'(- sE' - A')"1[C'C } A'RE t E'RA)(sE - A)-`B s
B' (- sE' - A') -iC'C(sE - A) "'B t
- - - - - -- - - - - - - -
B'(- sE' - A')"'[(A' t sE')KE t S'K(A - sE)l(sE - A)''B x
B'(- sE' - A')'`C'ClsE - A) "'B
(E'KB - 0), Me establish that rank (F(K)) - rank ([CR DR]) ~ normal rank
(T(s)), Kith T(s) :- C(sE - A)'1B. It is readily checked that
aormal rank (C(sE - A)"'B) - normal rank ((sE C A - BOj) -(n } m)
sE-A -B 0 l J
- normal rank (f C D 0)-(n t m)
l - N - N - I
- rc f(n t m- 1) -(n t m) - K- 1,- 41 -
and, similarly, that normal rank iTK(s)) - normal rank (rsE C A -DBj) -
l K KJ
1. Consequently, normal rank ( fsE é A -DBl) - K , rank (F(K)) ?~- 1
` K KJ
and rank (F(K)) - K- 1 0
rank ([CK DK]) - normal rank (rsE C A -DBj) - 1~
L K KJ
jsE - A - Bl is riqht invertible as a rational matrix o
l CK DKJ
EK is right invertible in the stronq sense,
by Proposition 3.13.
Proof of (4.11).
Assume that K 11 K1z ~- r, i.e., F(K) ~ 0(3.24), and im([C, DZ]) -
- Kiz~ Kze -
im([CZ Di]). Then there ~!cists a real matrix X of appropriate size such
that [C, DZ] -[C2 D1]X, and hence it is easily checked by means of
(3.24) that K E r if and only if
Fi(K11) ) 0, E11'(K,i[Aia Biz] f Kiz[A2s Bza]) - Eii'Kii[A~z Bi~~X~
and rank (F(K)) - rank (F,(K11)).-42-
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